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Introductioo

.0M.T1101131 education must develop effective education
programs for students who have not succeeded in an edu-
cational system that was not designed to meet their needs
or deal with their circumstances" (arfunkel (1986).
Research about the educational process in detention and
training schools was reviewed to identih: t:lements that
woukl assist in adapting law.rclated education (ERE) materi-
als and strategies to juvenile justice settings.

Goais and Purposes

Politic:11, legal. security, economic, and numerical realities
shape the direction of correctional education more Ire
quentiv than the educational needs ot inmates. "Administra-
tors are preoccupied with maintaining order and security.
Teachers find it difficult to concentrate on subject matter
when students psNchological needs beg for attention. Stu-
dents place short-term needs before kmg-term needs" (Sed-
lak, 198-). Authors differ on the goal of correctional educa-
tion some believe the underlying process of how inmates
learn is primary, others believe the achievement of degrees
and diplomas is more important, For many, integrating edu-
cation and treatment approaches forecasts the future of
correctional education (Collins, 1988; Pecht, 1983: Duguid.
1988 and 1990: Brown, 1990: Westat. 1991; Michalek,
1988; Wolford, 198-, (;ehring, 1988 and 1990; Homant,
1981: Fabiano, 1991; Merren, 1991; Van Nagel, 1986; Roby,
1991: Albrecht. 1491: Rahak, 1991:, Goldsten,, 1986. CFA,
1988: Degraw. 198-; Bell, 1990; Sedlak, 1990).

Correctional Educational Settings

While students' stays (from a few months to years) at train-
ing schools arc longer than at detention centers (from
overnight to a few months), many of the educational issues
and goals are similar. Classes have students with different
lengths of stay, differing abilities, and achievement levels .

outh arc pulled out of class for counseling and Ilealth care

/

appointments, meetings with attonwys, court appearances.
work assignments, or transfers out of the institution. Teach-
ers work with students to enhance academic skilk, help
m-antain the fragile educational relationship between youth
and education, provido wmedial education, aid in transition
to the next educational situation, and incorporate special-
ized education methodology that meets minimum state
educational standards (Amster, 19841: Bullock, 1983: Bosma.
198-; Roush, 1983: Jones, 1989).

Teacher Characteristics

Educators are often unsure about their role in the correc-
tional system. (:orrectional teacheu,' attitudes toward resi-
dents tead to differ from those of correctional staff. Educa-
tors place greater emphasis on factors relevant to residents'
lives after release as opposed to institutional factors such as
security. the arca emphasized by corre:lional staff. Many
lack the sophistication and "street-smarts- needed to effec-
tiveh teach and survive in an institutional setting. Many
have concerns about their personal safety and feel ill-at-ease
in a confined atmosphere.

The personality of an effective correctional education
teacher includes maturity, creativity, self-awareness. flexi-
bility, sincerity, and the ability to tolerate a high degree of
stress. They are sensitive to their students' situations and
accept that some students will project their own pain onto
their teachers. They arc respectful of their students and us('
their sense of humor to cope (Forbes. 1991; Bartollas,
1983; Brown, 199'): Farmer. 1990; Pecht, 1983: Pecht-
Miller, 198-; Reitc.t. 1983; Garfunkel, 1986; Gehring. 1985.
1988, and 1989. Roush, 1983; Bell. 1990: Ik(iraw, 198-.
Eggleston, 198(); Wolford. 198-; Van Nagel. 1986; Paster-
nak. 1988: Sedlak, 1990).

Student Characteristics

By the time young people enter juvenile justice institutions,
they have been in a downward spiral for most, it not all,



their lives. They are lonely failures. usually throw-awav chil-

dren, who have huilt walls of defenses that defy anyone to
penetrate. They have grown up subjected to extremely
damaging combinations of educational, developmental.

Limi Iv. envirunnwntal and health factors.
Intelligence is now recognized as a primary factor in a

lwrson's coping abilities. A child with lower intelligence
frequently is more vulnerable to suggestions of deviant
behavior and less able to avoid detection. The inability to
succeed at school priigresses into a pattern ot poorly-assim-

dined learning abilities. delays in mastering the basic aca

demic skills. noncompletion of schoolwork. and retention

in grade level. A child's sclicsteem deteriorates when he or

she cannot learn and perform well enough to gain teacher

approval and academic achievement, As a result, the child

is neither motivated nor encouraged to improYe. II school
personnel do provide tanne encouragement. it is frequently

rejected or has only slum-term effect because it is not rein-

forced at home or in the community. Low self-esteem and

poor selfimage .ire a given tor these youth. Ferguson
(1990) states that theY. vacillate between two extreme
perceptionsall-powerful or worthless and hopeless, a vic-

tim of life and societv."
The incarcerated youth is rarely a first-time offender

and has an extensive prior arrest record. He or she usually

began to display- persistent behavior problems and to
engage in high risk activities at an early age. Most were put
in placenkins when young and moved through a series of

placements in which they failed due to violence, abscond-

ing or other disturbed behavior. Academic difficulties are

accompanied by behavior problems. Truancy begins as ear-

lv i, ciementary school, often encouraged by the family's
frequent moves and changes of schools. "The single best

predictor of adolescent criminal behavior is a long-estah .

lished pattern of early school antisocial behavior. A mem-

ber of such a deviant group has an almost Th"0 chance of
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experiencing a first fekmv arrest within two years" (Walk-

er. 1991). School status labels depicting ability'. deviance

from school norms. potential and a particular socioeco-

nomic status are related to involvement in delinquency.
When a youth is involved in juvenile court, the determina .

fion of whether to process the youth as a delinquent is
often based on school status labels.

Resistance to traditional authority, alienation, and a

strong need for independence increase anu are reinforced

in the community as the child begins spending more time

on the st cuts. Alienation and isolation from family. school,

and community result in hostility and patterns of learned

helplessness. Vandalism and alcohol and other drug use at

school are expressions of this alienation.
Although delinquency is present in all so-ioeciniomic

strata, the majority of offenders especially those charged

with violent crimes, come from the lower socioeconomic

grutip and ethnic minorities. The average incarcerated
youth comes from an economically deprived and disorga-

nized neighborhood. a failing physical environment with
high rates of mobility. and high crime rates

Due to repeated academic setbacks, youth in correc-

tional schools typically function an average of three y.ears

below grade level. Fducation problems include lo'w
achievenwnt levels, lack of interest in and commitment to
learning and school and discipline problems. They come to

the facility witlunn educational records. In spite of all the

above-mentioned negatives, incarceration provides many

correctional students with their only positive educational
experience. There is the positive effect combining the

disciplined. structured environment of the institution with

a structured educational program. This is especially' true for

the learning disabled student. Unfortunately. for most cor

rectional education students. this is their final educational
experience. (Harper, 1988; Rutherford. 1985; Haberman.

1986: Wollord, 198-1 Forbes, 1991: Gagne. 19--, Rincker.

199e: Walker. 1991: Westat. 1991; Wcstendorp, 1986; May-

er. 1982: Finn, 1988; Hawkins. 1983, 1989 and 198-1 David-

son. 1988; Bullock. 1983 and 1990: Carter. 198; Meltzer.

1984; Ball, 1982: Roush, 1983: Garfunkel, 1986; Gehring.

1985: Wolford. 1985 and 198-; 1)e(raw, 198-: Sedlak,
1990: Cook. 1990: Amster. 198-t; Duguid, 1990: Rabak.

1991; Thomas. 1983; Noblit, I9Th. Novotn% 1991)

Educationally Handicapped Students

Inmates' learning disabilities and learning deficiencies are a

key issue in correctional education. The prevalence of

some handicapping conditionemotional disturbance.
learning disability, mental retardatkmamong incarcerated
youth is disproportionate to its prevalence among non-

delinquent youth in the general population. Some 30% to

-5"0 of delinquent yuuth suffer from sonic handicapping
condition compared to a rate Of 6.5,, to 13.-",. among all
school-age children (Murphy. 1986). Learning-disabled

youth are overrepresented in the juvenile justice system
although they do not exhibit more delinquent behavior
than nonlearning disabled youth. Their inability to compre



hend the significance of abstract ideas seriously impacts
their understanding of and response to the juvenile justice

system.
The following theories tor this overrepresentation of

learning disabled youth describe behavior that is mutually
reinforcing by the youth and the adults who deal with
them: (I) school failure rationalelearning disabilities lead
to poor academic achievement and subsequent labelling as

a -problem student" whose negative self-image and behav-
iors fulfill the label; (2) susceptibilitv rationalelearning
disabled youths personality and cognitive deficits cause
them to be more vulnerable to delinquent behavior; (3) dif-
ferential treatment hypothesislearning disabled youth are
treated differently from nonleaming disabled youth during
arrest and adjudication due to their personality and eogni

tive deficits Mroder, 1981: Amster. 1984).

Correctional Education Modebi

Tlw literature focused on two models of correctional edu-
cation. Tlw incremental model can trace its foundations to
hehavioral psychology. In rehabilitation terms. it is called
the medical model and views criminal behavior as the
result of individual psydioli)gical deficiencies that can he
changed by behavior modification. Educators refer to it as
the diagnostic/ prescriptive model. An authority figure. or
"fixer.- evaluates the studenRlient and develops an indi-
vidualized plan for change that focuses on specific skill or
knowledge deficits.

'Hie developmental model is rooted in cognitive psy-
chology. It focuses on cognitive functions and designs
instructional strategies consisten with thinking processes.
Students' personal development accordinp to internal crite-
ria such as attitudes and thinking skills is emphasized over
the external criteria of specific km ,wledge and attaining
skills (Collins, 1988; Duguid, 199( ,,,ehring. 1988; Eggle-

ston, 198() .

Teaching Approaches

N1ost correctional educ.ition foe uses 0,, the cotnpletion of
credits for return to pohlic school das.,c s higher grade
levels, raising achievement test sceres. or preparation for
the GED instead of the acquisition of functional skills
needed to live independently and competently in today's

society..
Irmoyativc correctional education teaching strategies

shown to be effective in improving learning and attitides
toward kaming among students include:

case management of individualized educational plans
which are developed from the results of a series of
diagnostic tests, followed while tie youth is incarcer-
ated and torwarded after release to the appropriate
school.
integration of law-related education, which focuses
on development of cognitive and social interaction
skills needed tor citizenship and teaches about the
legal system and legal processes via interactive teach,
mg strategies.

experiential programs, such as wilderness programs.
that rely on group interaction and cooperation focus
on action-oriented tasks which provide a sense of per-

sonal and group empowerment; omoral educa-
tion programs which provide offen&rs with new
thinking strategies and skills. Cooperative learning
activities are based On values of life, property, law.
truth. conscience, punishment. affiliation, and democ-
racy'
cognitive behavioral skills training, a treatment
approach that targets botn underlying cognitive pro-
cesses and overt behavior and is used to teach basic

skills;
multi-disriplinary approaclws with cooperuive learn-
ing strategies. experiential sessions, and learning
modules developed on life skill topics such as alcohol
and other drug abuse and dependency; personal
development, work assistance; communication. prob-
lem-solving. etc. Reading remediation instruction may
be included. Specific multidisciplinary approaches
include: structured learning training, a svstematic.
psychoeducational intervention which teaches a SO-
skill curriculum of prosocial behaviors; aggression
replacement training, an outgrowth of structured
learning, composed of behavioral, affective, and cog-
nitive interventions; and positive peer culture, based
on a peer group approach to behavior change. help-
ing others, and building a positive selfconcept

1988; Mayer, 1982; Laufenberg, 198-; Freo
(Tie ks, 198-; C. Smith, 198-; Eggleston, 1990; Sem
Ivens. 1989; Freasier. 1986: Watanabe. 1990; Mixdort,
1989; Van Nagel, 1086; Arbuthnot. 1983; Wiley. l'ogs
and 1989: Fox, 1989; Homant, 1984; Goldstein. 1086;
McDouttall, 1990: Duguid. 1990; Hawkins. 1991;
tehhng. 1989; Ferguson, 1990; Montgomery, I 98-;
Grand, 1988; CEA, 1988; Van Nagel. 1980: and (;old-
stein, 1986; McDoupall, 1990)

Transition Back to the Community

Transition is the process of referral, program placenwm.
and follow-up for youth leaving the institution, detention or
training school, and returning to the community to reestab,

lish ties in a normalized setting. It is a key area because suc-
cessful negotiation of this phase helps deter recidivism.
However. it has been largely neglected, especially for spe-
cial education students.

Although most youth eventually return to their fami-
lies and previous schools. many are placed with foster fami-

lies, in residential programs. independent living situations.
or chemical dependency or mental health treatment pro-
grams. and remain dependent on the social service system.
Many cease their fOrmal education due to a lack of interest

in school and/or the need to work to support themselves
and/or their family. However. youth in thcir early teens arc
more likely to continue in school (Wolford. 1985; Maddox,

1984; Sutton, 1989: Rutherford, 1988; Forbes, 1991; Bul-

lock, 1990; Westat. 1991; Amster. 1984: Watanabe. 1990).



Habilitatioa, not Rehabilitation

The need for the majority of inmates is for habilitation, not
rehabilitation. Emerging changes in correctional education

arc linked to needs of confined learners, concepts of per-
sonal development, and empowerment. The economic and

social context of learning is being integrated into thc edu-

cation of needed social and thinking knowledge and skills.
Arbuthnot (1983) observes: "In sum. it is essential that cor-
rectional educators work toward creating environments or
moral atmospheres in which inmates can practice and see
in practice. social systems based on democratir principles.''
(Arhuthnot, 1983; Albrecht, 1991: Gehring, (989; Ross.

1988: Rabak. 1991).

Cognitive Skill DevelopmentWave of the Future?

Over the last 15 years there has been a gradual shift from
the -positivist- school of criminolop', which views crinle
as the result of a variety of social ills degrading human dig-

nit.y and promoting deviant behavior. to the "classical..
school, which views crime as a result of a person.s making
destructive decisions because she or he has low sellcontrol
and receives gratification trom criminal activity. lw posi-
tivist rernedV is to teach academic and vocational skills. 'the

classical remedy is cognitive skill development.
The cok.,nitive model can be a means of integrating

different views of the factors involved in criminal behav-

iorsociological, neurological, nutritional. psychological.
and environmental. These factors impact an individuaEs
cognitive development and the likelihood of his or her
involvement in criminal behavior, Inmtes' personal histo-

ries affect how they think, problem-solve, and act on their
values. The cognitive model has implications for education
in both prevention and rehabilitation efforts.

The following cognitive deficits have been linked to
criminal behavior: inability: to delav gratification, consider

consequences of behavior, and tolerate frustration; learned
helplessness; externalization of blame; inflexible. u.terc-
ative, and simplistic thinking processes: misinterpretation
of others actions and intentions: inability to distinguish

between one's own emotional states. thoughts. and views

and those of otl-ers; and lack of consideration and empa.

thy for others. 1..nrelated 6) learning disabilities or low
intelligence. they are deficits in .,ocial or int,:rpersonal rea-
soning.

Cognitive skills development promotes a sense of
connection to other people and society and the ability to
work within a group. If implemented properly, it empow-
ers individuals to intervene and take control of their own
life regardless of their own social. economic, or personal

development issuc. lo promotes prosocial thinking. behav-

ior. and values. New cognitive skills are taught and
enhanced. Students are given an opportunity to break-

through their shell ot self-invobenwnt (Duguid. 1988 and

1991: Buzzell. 1991: Laufenberg. 198-; Van Nagel. 1986,

McDougall. 1991: Goldstein. 1986; Ilawkins. 1991: Rabak

99 I M erre n 1991; Same now , 190)1: Albrecht , 1991:

1991 . liains. ;98 : Rubenstein. 1991; (;ehring. 1988:

Novotny, 1991; Fahiano, 1991; Ross, 1988; Research and

Statistics Branch, 1991).

What Role for LRE?

In considering the role of 1.RE in correctional education,

the following are some of the questions that need to be

addres:ed:
How does ERE assist in the habilitation of youth?

How can ERE respond to Duguid's (199)) proposal
that "assisting inmates in viewing citizenship as the
possession of rights and taking responsibility for one's

actions might have implications for curriculum and
pedagogy.. . "?

flow can IRE tit into the variety ot correctional edu-

cation approaches,
In what ways can LRE be a %Thiele for fulfilling the
recommendation of the ChLtpter 1 Final Report
(1991) of -providing learning environments that differ

from the traditional environment associated with fail-

ure. and promoting lively interaction between stu-

dents and teachers. ."?

A'hat role can I.RE play in the development of curric-

ular designs appropriate for special education youth

and address their need to acquire functional skills?

Can ERE be a vehicle fOr uniting a facility's securit .

clinical and educational staff in "creating environ-

ments or moral atmospheres in which inmates can
practice, and see in practice. social systems based on

democratic principles (Arbuthnot. 19831-,
Will bringing community resource people into dr:
institution be a vehicle for developing a community
approach to juvenile justice and decrease the isola-

tion felt by juvenile justice correctional educators?

The only article that specifically addresses ERE in

juvenile justkv settings is BuzzeWs article describing the
impact ot an ERE program on the attitudes and behavior of
youth in the state boys training school in Eldora. Iowa

(ltuttell. 1988).
A review of the literature suggests that I.RE in correi-

tional educational programs has a future. I.RE.s characteris-

tic activities. such as involvement by community resource
people. would, in this setting, serve to increase public
awareness about correctional educators contributions and
needs. In addition. ERE theory and strategies complement
the current trends in correctional education and its lessons
can be adapted to a variety of settings. ERE can also be a

catalyst to foster intra-institutional cooperation and cooper-

ation between the educati(m. treatment, and corrections

system
( Witor's note: The completc literature review aud

bibliography are available for $.1.95 from the Special Omi-
mince on Imith Education for Citizenship, 5,11 N. Fair-

banks, Chicago. IL 60611-331i; (312) 988-5-3S.1

Peg Rider-Hankins is PrQfect Coordinator/lurenile Justice
and Substance ,4buse Specialist for the ABA Special
Committee on Youth Education fur Citizenship.


